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+14087298307 - http://www.kingeggroll.com/

A complete menu of King Egg Roll from San Jose covering all 13 menus and drinks can be found here on the
menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about King Egg Roll:
I've been here for over 30 years. I really only get their egg rolls that are still excellent. the other Chinese dishes
are met or miss according to court. Mostly the service is efficient, but friendly. they get in the regular huge lines,

so at the end of the day the workers look tired. a secret is that their banh mih’s are excellent. everything was very
cheap. Even now, the eier roles and the banh mih’s are worth. read more. The rooms on site are wheelchair
accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about King

Egg Roll:
I have to say that I haven't eaten here for some time, but I have hunted the old king eggroll eggroll eggroll. we'd
get the plate for meetings all the time, but that was one thing back. unfortunately, this time I was disappointed
with my order. I have to say that the portions of the egg rolls are reduced and thus has the quality. but prices
rose. they were not bad, but nothing like old times. read more. In the kitchen of King Egg Roll in San Jose,
original Asian spices scrumptious traditional menus are prepared, Many guests show especially their

enthusiasm for the versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine. As a rule, most meals are prepared in the shortest
time for you and served, The inventive fusion of different dishes with fresh and partially daring ingredients is

highly valued by the guests - a good example of Asian Fusion.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Sandwic�, Bagel�, Burger
FRIED EGG

For th� smal� hunger
EGG ROLL

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Popular Item�
SMOOTHIES

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

SHRIMP

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

PASTA

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

CHICKEN

TRAVEL

PORK MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 07:00-20:00
Monday 07:00-20:00
Tuesday 07:00-20:00
Wednesday 07:00-20:00
Thursday 07:00-20:00
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